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It was sold in the U. It was the first flagship sedan sold under the Acura nameplate, until being
renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. The opportunity for Japanese manufacturers to export more
expensive models had arisen with the s voluntary export restraints , negotiated by the Japanese
government and U. Honda introduced the model in Japan on October 22, , to be their premier
luxury model, and in North America for the model year, as the top of the line model for its
then-new Acura lineup. Sedans received the new engine for The Legend was the first production
Honda vehicle to offer a V6 engine. The Rover Company had a long established reputation as a
luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated with the Rover P6 , and Honda
wanted to introduce a luxury car for both domestic Japanese and the United States markets.
The joint development produced the Legend and the corresponding British version was the
Rover series , which was badged under the Sterling brand in the United States and competed
with the Legend. Rover also wanted to return to the American market when they had reportedly
sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling. Sedan
models had a drag coefficient of 0. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly
established luxury car division just for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising
slogan "Precision Crafted Performance", and the Legend was offered with one factory installed
option, the choice of transmission used, and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the Legend's
full name used was "Legend Touring Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical in luxury
content to the Japanese market V6Zi, but was identical in size and the longer overall length of
the top level V6Xi to comply with United States crash standards, using the larger 2. The
Technics supplied 80W four speaker cassette tape stereo offered four user programmable
equalizer settings, and was equipped with a dual diversity antenna, meaning it had a
conventional extendable power antenna and an embedded antenna in the rear window. One of
the novelty items was a simple volume control rocker switch and a pre-set radio station channel
selector installed on the instrument binnacle within reach of the right hand; the opposite side of
the instrument binnacle had a button to open, tilt or close the standard equipped glass
moonroof with sun shade. Blue interior was shared with Japan and North America, but brown
was not offered in North America, and "sand gray" was offered instead. Exterior colors were
matched to only one interior color choice and leather was not offered. Due to the success
Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for the Subaru Legacy with which it
shares many visual resemblances and dimensions both inside and out. In late for the model
year, the sedan received some minor tweaks, upgrading to the one-piece front headlamps
already in use in Japan since the introduction, a revised front bumper, trunk lid, tail light
cluster, and an upgraded double-wishbone rear suspension, with a new alloy wheel appearance.
By that time all Legends came equipped with a Honda-designed 4-wheel anti-lock brake system.
Other features such as power driver's seat memory for 3 positions were added. High-end LS
models featured a driver's-side airbag, trip computer, electronic vehicle monitoring system in
the center console and a Bose sound system. It was also joined by the Acura Vigor which set
the stage for the larger second generation Legend introduced October For the model year, all
Legends came with body-colored side mirrors. LS model coupes also received a trunk-mounted
lip spoiler. All LS models featured burlwood interior trim. Production of the first generation
models ended in as a second generation version became available for the model year. Both cars
share the 2. The core structure and chassis design is also common to both cars, however the
Rover version has its own exterior panelwork, interior and electrical systems. The Rover was
also offered with a 2. In Japan only, Honda installed a turbocharger with variable geometry in
the Legend with the smaller 2. The second generation Legend was a larger, more
streamlined-looking car drag coefficients were actually higher at 0. The design was referred to
as a "fuselage" shape, and had rear-wheel drive proportions which were possible thanks to the
use of a longitudinally mounted engine; unusual for front-wheel-drive automobiles. The rear end
appearance of the sedan was adopted from the first generation Legend coupe and Honda also
wanted to visually align the appearance of both the Legend coupe and sedan to the Acura NSX.
The segment the Legend originally filled was now being served by the Acura Vigor which
allowed the Legend to position itself more towards the rear drive Lexus LS and the Infiniti Q45
sedans. For and the Legend sedan was available in 'base', 'L', and 'LS' trims; the coupe
remained available in L and LS through its entire run. The higher-end LS cars added automatic
climate control, a power four-way passenger seat, burled walnut interior trim, and body colored
side moldings. To reach the higher output, the Type II engine has bigger intake valves, a higher
lift camshaft, and an exhaust with freer flow. This was the only six-speed sedan offered. Added
for was the limited-production 'SE' sedan, which was essentially a Legend 'L' with a two-tone
paint scheme, pre 15" 7-spoke 'LS' coupe wheels, "Special Edition" floor mats, and an
automatic transmission. The Japan Domestic Market version of the Legend second generation
was the second vehicle offered with a navigation system electro Gyrocator. The tooling and

intellectual property rights of the second generation Legend were licensed to Daewoo Motors of
South Korea , where a clone of the Legend sedan, called the Daewoo Arcadia , was produced
from to During this period, Honda also held a small stake in Daewoo Motors. The Legend was a
very successful vehicle to launch Acura as a separate division, and combined with sales of the
Integra this resulted in Acura outselling longtime luxury marques BMW and Mercedes-Benz as
well as Toyota's new luxury division Lexus. Nonetheless Honda executives felt that the Legend
nameplate was overshadowing the Acura marque in the United States, plus other luxury
marques like Mercedes-Benz and BMW used alphanumeric designations, hence the
third-generation Legend sedan would be badged as the RL for North America. It can be said that
the renaming of the Legend to the RL, as well as Honda's refusal to adopt a front-engine
rear-wheel drive layout which typify the more expensive luxury cars, had hurt sales of the RL
and other Acura passenger cars. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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on 2 July [2] as the Acura RSX , the name a part of Acura's naming scheme changing the names
of its models from recognizable names like "Integra" or "Legend" to alphabetical designations
in order for buyers to build more recognition to the marque, and not the individual cars. In
concordance with the introduction of the Integra's platform mate, the seventh-generation Civic
being introduced in , the Integra joined the Civic in abandoning Honda's traditional double
wishbone suspension at both ends and adopted MacPherson struts in the front and trailing arm
type suspension in the rear along with the new K-series engine supplanting the B-series. The
DC5 received a facelift in MY The headlight and taillight assemblies lost the so-called 'teardrop'
shape. This made the assemblies flush with the bumpers. Aside from the facelift, this year also
saw other changes. The interior received new trim and gauge clusters, an immobilizer and alarm
became standard, the body became stiffer, the suspension springs were redesigned, and the
car's tendency to bump steer was reduced. The iS was available with inch steel wheels with
covers, or optional inch 5-spoke alloy wheels. The Type R lacked many of the luxury features
like vanity mirrors or side airbags found in the Type S, true to its racing heritage. The C package
on the Type R added various accessories, such as a rear window wiper, remote control, and
folding mirrors. After , Titanium interiors became available for all exterior colours. The Type S
had redesigned cloth and leather seats. The refreshed Type R had the option of either the high
wing, or the trunk lip spoiler. Both the iS and Type S were available with sunroof, and navigation
systems. Modulo accessories offered include interior trim shift knobs, decals, etc. Interestingly,
Japan's vehicle parts road compliance regulations means many tuning parts for the DC5 can be
purchased from Honda dealerships. The base Integra was simply the Japanese-market iS, while
the Luxury added accessories like leather seats and a sunroof. Australian Type Rs were
different from the JDM models, as they were not equipped with all of the features of the latter.
With the Integra's refresh in , the base model was dropped. The only trims available in was the
Luxury and Type S. For facelifted Oceanic models, extra strengthening was given to fit higher
safety regulations. An automatic transmission was not offered on the Type-S. The Type-S
included additional features such as sport-tuned suspension, gunmetal painted wheels, One
peculiar note for the initial model year [ clarification needed ] were two available options. In , the
RSX received a refresh. On the exterior, Acura updated the headlights and taillights and the
Type-S received an updated rear hatch spoiler. The "A-Spec Performance Package" was a
dealer option package. The package included a sport suspension system, under-body spoiler
kit, wing spoiler came with stronger hatch shocks to hold additional weight , exterior badging
and 5 dual spoke inch gun metal wheels. The exterior color choice would dictate the interior
color. Some colors were available in either trim package while other colors would be available in
one trim level but not the other. In , colour options were as follows: [19]. In , the available color
combinations were as follows: [20]. Three models were available in Canada: Base, cloth interior
no leather optional , no ABS, no moonroof, no cruise control, unpainted side skirts and front lip,

inch steel wheels with wheel covers, non heated seats, non leather wrapped steering wheel,
essentially an Integra iS. The A-Spec package was available to the Type-S models. The
Canadian RSX had a significantly larger washer sprayer bottle to deal with harsher weather.
They were 4. All Canadian cars with leather seats were heated along with side view mirrors. The
refresh in brought the same updates as USDM cars. Base model now has standard alloy wheels
16 inch, 12 spoke. Sport cloth standard in , optional leather in Wheel types varied according to
model year. Type-S had the 17 inch 5 spoke alloys. RSX drivers finished in 5th and 9th in the
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exclusive to the United States. Ample power, strong fuel economy and outstanding rear
legroom make the Acura RDX a solid choice for a premium small crossover. If you're shopping
for a sensible, well-rounded small luxury crossover SUV with few bad habits, the Acura RDX is a
great place to start. Redesigned just a couple years ago, the RDX starts with a simple,
handsome shape free of gimmicks and excess. That same idea translates to its cabin, which
despite its wealth of standard equipment, presents straightforward, easy-to-understand
controls, high-quality construction and comfortable seating front and rear. The RDX keeps
things simple under the hood as well. Whereas many competitors offer two or more engine
choices, with turbochargers and four cylinders commonplace, this Acura sticks with one
choice: a tried-and-true V6. It isn't a powerhouse at horsepower, but it's stout enough to get the
RDX from zero to 60 mph in a plenty agreeable 6. The other upside is reasonable fuel economy
that's in the same ballpark as those turbocharged four-cylinder competitors. If you're concerned
with having the latest electronic safety features, though, the RDX will leave you wanting. You
won't find lane-departure or blind-spot warning, nor adaptive cruise control with collision
warning and mitigation. That one-engine approach also means the RDX does without a
fuel-saving alternative, such as the diesel and hybrid powertrains offered in the Audi Q5.
However, for the majority of car shoppers looking for a compact luxury crossover, the Acura
RDX receives an Edmunds. The Acura RDX comes with just one engine and transmission
combination: a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission sends engine power to either the front
wheels or through optional all-wheel drive. In Edmunds testing, an all-wheel-drive RDX
accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 6. The Acura RDX comes standard with antilock brakes,
stability and traction control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags, active front head restraints
and a rearview camera. In Edmunds brake testing, an all-wheel-drive RDX came to a stop from
60 mph in feet, which is a few feet longer than average for this class. The government gave the
RDX a perfect five stars for overall crash protection, with five stars for total frontal impact
protection and five stars for total side-impact crash protection. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave the RDX the highest possible score of "Good" in the moderate-overlap
frontal-offset, side and roof strength crash tests. The RDX's head restraints and seats also
earned a "Good" rating for their whiplash reduction in rear impacts. Turbocharged four-cylinder
engines and seven- or eight-speed automatics seem to be the powertrain of choice for most
automakers offering small luxury crossovers these days, but the V6 in the Acura RDX is so
good that you might just wonder what all the fuss is about. Step on the gas pedal and the RDX
scoots ahead quickly and quietly and gives you a nice V6 snarl at high rpm that sounds better
than a lot of those four-cylinder engines. The six-speed automatic, meanwhile, responds with
smooth and timely shifts. Though it's not quite as overtly sporty as some rivals, the RDX still
changes direction in fine fashion. Its steering feels light but precise, and overall handling is
composed and secure when driving through turns. On the open highway, the RDX boasts low
levels of road and wind noise, plus an impressively comfortable ride. The Acura RDX's cabin is
a pleasant place to be, as it feels spacious and boasts meticulous construction. The pleasing

textures, design and two-tone color treatment comprising the dash, center stack and gauge
cluster effectively blend the notions of luxury and technology. Even the center stack and the
single-knob controller for the RDX's infotainment system are well designed and lend
themselves to quick acclimation. The driver seat is firm and supportive in a way that matches
the best European models, while the backseat offers more legroom than its competitors do,
making it more likely for a pair of 6-footers to sit comfortably in both rows. A decent amount of
width should also provide three adults with enough space during short trips. The RDX's This is
an average amount for a compact luxury crossover -- in general, these models aren't as
spacious as non-luxury models such as the Honda CR-V. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Acura RDX. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Some rivals are sportier short on the latest
active safety features. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 25 reviews. Acura RDX is a
great choice. I was originally considering a Honda Crosstour, but also looked at the Subaru
Outback 3. The RDX quickly became my favorite. Didn't like the CVT and driving exp. The
Crosstour was felt heavier and had worse maneuverability, although real 4x4. The RDX was an
instant top choice on the test drive. I like that it's fast and agile when I need it to be and saves
some fuel with the VCM tech. The tech. Read less. I did add the fog lights. I love most everything
about this car. Rides very nice and is quiet this was important to me. The stereo is nice and am
happy about the satellite radio. The mirrors hang out far on the sides really hard to get in my
garage. I wish the temperature gage read larger. Overall a great purchase and my insurance did
not go up. The RDX has a good safety rating. Excellent Luxury car for the price. I would say very
less when compare to other compact luxury SUV with given options Options: I dont want to
blame that few options like blind spot monitor are available since i know it before buying. But
the Bluetooth connectivity for phone is very poor. When i am using bluetooth calling, the audio
is very poor and other end, they hear lot of noise like wind blow sound. I have Camry but the
bluetooth phone connection is very nice. Overall: I am very much satisfied for the price. I love
my car. You can get lot of standard features in base model. Sometimes it is the small stuff that
counts. But there are some stupid things that should be in a car of this class. If it can be in
smaller and less expensive cars, I see no reason why this can only have the cut out for it. That
is ridiculous. Aside from these "small" issues, I love the car but these little annoyances can and
should be easily fixed. The car ride and performs fantastic. The seats are extremely comfortable
except the passenger seat only goes forward and back and my wife needs to sit on a pillow. I
did subsequently to the original writing of this review find a light in the rear tailgate but those
other annoyances still exist and are still frustrating. However in the model each of them were
fixed. The car comes off lease in 6 months and I honestly do not know what I am going to do.
The model is essentially the same with a few updates and fixes to the annoyances and there is a
piece of me that wants something different. But on the other hand, I cannot find any fault with
the car or the service of the dealership. It performs flawlessly on the road and is a joy to drive.
Tough decision! Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the RDX. Sign Up. You can find your digit VIN:. For security
purposes, we verify ownership by comparing the phone number, zip code, and VIN you enter
with those we have on file. Unless you have updated these values through Customer Services,
the phone number and zip code will be those on file at the time the vehicle was purchased. The
card is usually placed in the glove box at the time of delivery. The navigation system serial
number label is located on the control unit. This is where the removable DVD is stored. Call Us.
Sales: Open Today! Schedule Service. Service Coupons And Specials. You can find your digit
VIN: At the base of your vehicle's windshield, on the driver's side On your vehicle's registration
On your insurance statement or proof-of-insurance card On your Honda Financial Services
statement On new owner surveys or customer satisfaction surveys sent by American Honda
Motor Co. If the VIN is not working properly, check to see if letters and numbers have been

accidentally inverted. Make sure the letter O was not entered in place of the number 0. Also,
make sure the correct number of characters has been entered. Device Serial Number: Radio
Codes. There are several places to find your device's serial number:. For year and later models,
you may obtain the serial number from the device display. If you don't see this message, pull
the backup fuse for 1 minute and then return to step 1 Turn OFF the device Press and hold the 1
and 6 radio preset buttons and turn ON the device The first screen displays a U and the first
four digits of the serial number for example, U The second screen displays an L and the last
four digits of the serial number for example, L Ignore the U and L, and write down al
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l eight digits. Turn on the audio unit, and make sure you see CODE in the upper display. If you
don't see this message, pull the backup fuse for 1 minute, and then go back to step 1. Turn off
the audio unit. This display toggles between two screens. The first screen displays a U and the
first four digits of the serial number for example, U Device Serial Number: Navigation Codes.
Note: The serial number cannot be obtained electronically on the navigation screen. Sales
Service Parts Collision Phone: Phone: Use for comparison purposes. For additional information
on the 5-Star Safety Ratings program, please visit It cannot correct the vehicle's course in every
situation or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the
driver. LKAS may not detect all lane markings; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and
road condition. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. Driver remains responsible
for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions.

